
Workers and the 25-year contract between China and Iran ! 

 

Every economic - political , scientific and commercial , banking , tourism and 

technology , technical and military , security and cultural that to be concluded 

anywhere in the world between two companies and Trusts , industrial giants and 

capital finance firms or two capitalist states , certainly and without a doubt ,will 

be a contract to further the interests of both sides and the interests of the capitalist 

class of both countries and in order to respond to the urgent needs of the 

bourgeoisie of the two countries and guarantees the important interests of both 

governments and at the same time definitely in the direction of bombing 

livelihoods and the minimum possibilities of life and the most basic human social 

rights or the lowest social demands of the working masses of both societies . This 

is one of the most obvious realities of the present world and the history of the 

wage slavery system . If this or that representative of the bourgeoisie denies these 

root facts is that the only reason of its deny is their lower share in the distribution 

of dividened shares , the power and the rule of capital as a whole , is one of the 

results of this contract . But if workers anywhere in the world would hang their 

protest and struggle on qualities of these contracts it only has one meaning that is 

an ignorant , delusional and consciousless workers . All these stigmatizing traits 

will be true if in the end , stupidly follow behind an opportunistic , deceitful and 

criminal opposition of the bourgeoisie and repeat their words and thoughts and 

will be unpaid and rewarding person of seeking more power and share . A 

catastrophe that occurred on a relatively large scale in recent days and we´re still 

witnessing it . 

The predatory Islamic regime of the Iranian bourgeoisie has signed a protocol 

with the rabid capitalist state of China called the 25-year comprehensive 

cooperation program . Clause by clause of this contract , the text of which is 

published in 18 pages , needs , shortcomings and worries , short and long-term 

expectations and goals of the dominant sections of the bourgeoisie of the two 

countries with the utmost care that notes and clarifies . Both regimes are under 

pressure from the current and future needs of countries´ social capital that agree 

to recognized the need to conclude this protocol and agreed to pave the path for 

its implementation . Contrary to some claims , the agreement isn´t the same as 

the economic agreements between China - Saudi Arabia and China - UAE , it´s a 

kind of strategic agreement within a capital blockade in the conditions of the 

current capitalism . When it´s emphasized in the introduction that cultural 

commonalities , multilateralism , the protection of nation´ right to equal 



sovereignty , the model of indigenous development , sharing of similar views on 

various global issues are the foundation of the work and it also clarifies its 

distinction with China - USA , European or US satellite economic agreements . 

The cultural commonalities here aren´t about eating habits , social manners and 

dress code , but it´s the view of capital that how the physical and intellectual 

repressionn of the labor movement and indigenous development unit model isn´t 

going beyond the form of capital ownership and the state´s role , and what capital 

calls “labor law” !! and “labor rights” or legal , political and civil order would 

have another meaning . The task of a “single view” of world affairs is quite clear 

. this isn´t a discussion of a few fragmented commercial transactions or discrete 

investments in the oil and petrochemical , gas and technology industries . It´s 

talking about the relative possible participation as much as possible in the type of 

planning of the order of sell&purchase labor relation . “ 25-year comprehensive 

cooperation program ” for the most part of the chapters , its materials and contents 

emphasize the importance of providing this event for the both sides . The first 

paragraph emphasizes its international and regional significance and the second 

paragraph deals with the ten areas of expandable cooperation and the third 

paragraph enters another important area and that the current dominant currency 

of the world is going to be challenged and high-standard banking cooperation will 

pave the path for crossing the red-lines of the current pole-centered banking 

centers . Redefine money laundering and terrorism and find its own interpretation 

and the two countries have responsibility to ensure the security of oil and 

transportation and refining . Iran´s role in the road-belt to regain the necessary 

prominence and many other points that aren´t meant to be explained or even 

mentioned . The basis of the issue is clear . The two rabid and predatory capitalist 

state by calculating the shortcomings , problems and bottlenecks and basic needs 

of the two countries by evaluating their commonnalities in the area of challenges 

, international competitions and rivalries and with aiming to overcome natural 

contradictions or the inevitable crisis affecting their social capital of production 

cycle have drawn up and signed a contract . Both are undoubtedly the complete 

winners of the game and this , too is known to everyone that the trades between 

the beasts of capital “ whoever has more power has more share”! and on this basis 

, all the controversy of the monarchist , militia and republican oppositions or any 

other gang of the capitalist class about “ selling the Iran ” !! , the predatory rulers 

of the current capitalism are nothing except for the vulgar vociferation . These 

mafias hang on to such scenarios till up this way :  

1. Keep the settlement oven warm with the ruling class rivals , 



2. Let the working masses be such the dry wood for this oven , so far keep masses 

of workers away from the war against capitalist exploitation and inhumanity and 

bury the power of class struggle in the stinking swamp of nationalism and make 

the labor movement the lost consciousness infantry of their power-hungry 

competitions . 

The ultra-reactionary campaign of the clack gangs of the bourgeois over the 

profits and losses of the so-called Iran - China 25 year cooperation program 

pursues no other goal and every step of alignment of any worker with these 

scenarios is a step towards strengthening the power bases of this or that section 

of the bourgeoisie and further weakening their front of class struggle against 

capitalism . The beasts of the bourgeoisie frighten us with a shout of the very 

rudeness and ugliness about selling Iran “homeland” !! “fatherland” !! but Iran is 

for us , the mass workers , nothing execpt a burning hell of exploitation and 

hunger , poverty and misery . The mass workers have no homeland and the word 

fatherland is very disgusting for workers . Homeland for us , the workers , is a 

world free from exploitationn , classes and state , a world without any nationality 

, ethnicity and race , a land full of freedom and prosperity , equality and human 

needlessness . The Iran - China agreement is a bourgeois traty between the two 

countries . For this reason and only on this basis , this contract is a criminal , black 

and catastrophic treaty against us , the working class , and our livelihood , work 

and class struggle and lives . This contract , increases the power of capital and 

strengthens the position of the capitalist class , and it empowers the capitalist state 

to be more sustainable and allows capitalist beasts to double our exploitation 

pressure and follow it suppress our anti-wage slavery movement more severely . 

Make us even hungrier , more displaced and miserable and poorer , deepen and 

expand the deprivation of the working masses for medication , tratment and the 

minimum necessities of life and make our living environment tens of times more 

polluted and pathogenic . Are all these ominous events waiting for us because of 

the agreement in question between Iran and China !!! this is the dirtiest 

interpretation that can be leveled at the content of the topic . The matter has 

nothing to do with China , United States , Russia and Europe or Japan or any 

other part of the contract . The debate is essentially not about treaties but only 

about capital . The essence of the word is that every motion of capital in general 

and in the historical conditions of the day is more than ever aggressive against 

the head of our livelihood and the basis of our existence . Any protocol between 

two capitalist states in every field , apart from what has been said , there will be 

no other side effects for us . A worker who doesn´t accept this is not only 

delusional and consciousless but has made a covenant with self that not to learn 

anything from self-life . Some may promise themselves that Chinese capital will 



bring employment and they may think that Chinese capitalists are paying wages 

at the end of each month and in time . All of this is ridiculous and derisive 

fantasies . China´s unemployed population isn´t even relatively less than other 

countries,  compared to other parts of the world and workers´wages in China also 

come with long delays too . What can reach our cry isn´t the dignity of capital 

and capitalists , not even the treaties and protocols of capitalist states or capital 

owners , but that is just one thing and that is that council organizing global and 

anti-wagelabor power of class struggle against capital . This is the only lifeboat , 

that is all . 
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